Extractive summarization techniques cannot generate document summaries shorter than a single sentence, something that is often required. An ideal summarization system would understand each document and generate an appropriate summary directly from the results of that understanding. A more practical approach to this problem results in the use of an approximation: viewing summarization as a problem analogous to statistical machine translation. The issue then becomes one of generating a target document in a more concise language from a source document in a more verbose language. This paper presents results on experiments using this approach, in which statistical models of the term selection and term ordering are jointly applied to produce summaries in a style learned from a training corpus.
Introduction
Generating effective summaries requires the ability to select, evaluate, order and aggregate items of information according to their relevance to a particular subject or for a particular purpose. Most previous work on summarization has focused on extractive summarization: selecting text spans -either complete sentences or paragraphs -from the original document. These extracts are Vibhu Mittal is now at Xerox PARC, 3333 Coyote Hill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94304, USA. e-mail: vmittal@parc.xerox.com; Michael Witbrock's initial work on this system was performed whilst at Just Research. then arranged in a linear order (usually the same order as in the original document) to form a summary document. There are several possible drawbacks to this approach, one of which is the focus of this paper: the inability to generate coherent summaries shorter than the smallest textspans being considered -usually a sentence, and sometimes a paragraph. This can be a problem, because in many situations, a short headline style indicative summary is desired. Since, in many cases, the most important information in the document is scattered across multiple sentences, this is a problem for extractive summarization; worse, sentences ranked best for summary selection often tend to be even longer than the average sentence in the document. This paper describes an alternative approach to summarization capable of generating summaries shorter than a sentence, some examples of which are given in Figure 1 . It does so by building statistical models for content selection and surface realization. This paper reviews the framework, discusses some of the pros and cons of this approach using examples from our corpus of news wire stories, and presents an initial evaluation.
Related Work
Most previous work on summarization focused on extractive methods, investigating issues such as cue phrases (Luhn, 1958) , positional indicators (Edmundson, 1964) , lexical occurrence statistics (Mathis et al., 1973) , probabilistic measures for token salience (Salton et al., 1997) , and the use of implicit discourse structure (Marcu, 1997) . Work on combining an information extraction phase followed by generation has also been reported: for instance, the FRUMP system (DeJong, 1982) Figure 1: Sample output from the system for a variety of target summary lengths from a single input document.
formation extraction and presentation. More recently, summarizers using sophisticated postextraction strategies, such as revision Jing and McKeown, 1999; Mani et al., 1999) , and sophisticated grammar-based generation (Radev and McKeown, 1998) have also been presented.
The work reported in this paper is most closely related to work on statistical machine translation, particularly the 'IBM-style' work on CAN-DIDE (Brown et al., 1993) . This approach was based on a statistical translation model that mapped between sets of words in a source language and sets of words in a target language, at the same time using an ordering model to constrain possible token sequences in a target language based on likelihood. In a similar vein, a summarizer can be considered to be 'translating' between two languages: one verbose and the other succinct (Berger and Lafferty, 1999; Witbrock and Mittal, 1999) . However, by definition, the translation during summarization is lossy, and consequently, somewhat easier to design and experiment with. As we will discuss in this paper, we built several models of varying complexity; 1 even the simplest one did reasonably well at summarization, whereas it would have been severely deficient at (traditional) translation. 1 We have very recently become aware of related work that builds upon more complex, structured models -syntax trees -to compress single sentences (Knight and Marcu, 2000) ; our work differs from that work in (i) the level of compression possible (much more) and, (ii) accuracy possible (less).
The System
As in any language generation task, summarization can be conceptually modeled as consisting of two major sub-tasks: (1) content selection, and (2) surface realization. Parameters for statistical models of both of these tasks were estimated from a training corpus of approximately 25,000 1997 Reuters news-wire articles on politics, technology, health, sports and business. The target documents -the summaries -that the system needed to learn the translation mapping to, were the headlines accompanying the news stories.
The documents were preprocessed before training: formatting and mark-up information, such as font changes and SGML/HTML tags, was removed; punctuation, except apostrophes, was also removed. Apart from these two steps, no other normalization was performed. It is likely that further processing, such as lemmatization, might be useful, producing smaller and better language models, but this was not evaluated for this paper.
Content Selection
Content selection requires that the system learn a model of the relationship between the appearance of some features in a document and the appearance of corresponding features in the summary. This can be modeled by estimating the likelihood of some token appearing in a summary given that some tokens (one or more, possibly different tokens) appeared in the document to be summarized. The very simplest, "zero-level" model for this relationship is the case when the two tokens in the document and the summary are identical. This can be computed as the conditional probability of a word occurring in the summary given that the word appeared in the document:
where © and represent the bags of words that the headline and the document contain. Once the parameters of a content selection model have been estimated from a suitable document/summary corpus, the model can be used to compute selection scores for candidate summary terms, given the terms occurring in a particular source document. Specific subsets of terms, representing the core summary content of an article, can then be compared for suitability in generating a summary. This can be done at two levels (1) likelihood of the length of resulting summaries, given the source document, and (2) likelihood of forming a coherently ordered summary from the content selected.
The length of the summary can also be learned as a function of the source document. The simplest model for document length is a fixed length based on document genre. For the discussions in this paper, this will be the model chosen. Figure 2 shows the distribution of headline length. As can be seen, a Gaussian distribution could also model the likely lengths quite accurately.
Finally, to simplify parameter estimation for the content selection model, we can assume that the likelihood of a word in the summary is independent of other words in the summary. In this case, the probability of any particular summarycontent candidate can be calculated simply as the product of the probabilities of the terms in the candidate set. Therefore, the overall probability of a candidate summary, © , consisting of words
, under the simplest, zero-level, summary model based on the previous assumptions, can be computed as the product of the likelihood of (i) the terms selected for the summary, (ii) the length of the resulting summary, and (iii) the most likely sequencing of the terms in the content set.
In general, the probability of a word appearing in a summary cannot be considered to be independent of the structure of the summary, but the independence assumption is an initial modeling choice.
Surface Realization
The probability of any particular surface ordering as a headline candidate can be computed by modeling the probability of word sequences. The simplest model is a bigram language model, where the probability of a word sequence is approximated by the product of the probabilities of seeing each term given its immediate left context. Probabilities for sequences that have not been seen in the training data are estimated using back-off weights (Katz, 1987) . As mentioned earlier, in principle, surface linearization calculations can be carried out with respect to any textual spans from characters on up, and could take into account additional information at the phrase level. They could also, of course, be extended to use higher order n-grams, providing that sufficient numbers of training headlines were available to estimate the probabilities.
Search
Even though content selection and summary structure generation have been presented separately, there is no reason for them to occur independently, and in fact, in our current implementation, they are used simultaneously to contribute to an overall weighting scheme that ranks possible summary candidates against each other. Thus, the overall score used in ranking can be obtained as a weighted combination of the content and structure model log probabilities. Cross-validation is used to learn weights Y ,`and a for a particular document genre.
To generate a summary, it is necessary to find a sequence of words that maximizes the probability, under the content selection and summary structure models, that it was generated from the document to be summarized. In the simplest, zerolevel model that we have discussed, since each summary term is selected independently, and the summary structure model is first order Markov, it is possible to use Viterbi beam search (Forney, 1973) to efficiently find a near-optimal summary. 2 Other statistical models might require the use of a different heuristic search algorithm. An example of the results of a search for candidates of various lengths is shown in Figure 1 . It shows the set of headlines generated by the system when run against a real news story discussing Apple Computer's decision to start direct internet sales and comparing it to the strategy of other computer makers.
Experiments
Zero level-Model: The system was trained on approximately 25,000 news articles from Reuters dated between 1/Jan/1997 and 1/Jun/1997. After punctuation had been stripped, these contained about 44,000 unique tokens in the articles and slightly more than 15,000 tokens in the headlines. Representing all the pairwise conditional probabilities for all combinations of article and headline words 3 added significant complexity, so we simplified our model further and investigated the effectiveness of training on a more limited vocabulary: the set of all the words that appeared in any of the headlines. 4 Conditional probabilities for words in the headlines that also appeared in the articles were computed. As discussed earlier, in our zero-level model, the system was also trained on bigram transition probabilities as an approximation to the headline syntax. Sample output from the system using this simplified model is shown in Figures 1 and 3 .
Zero Level-Performance Evaluation:
The zero-level model, that we have discussed so far, works surprisingly well, given its strong independence assumptions and very limited vocabulary. There are problems, some of which are most likely due to lack of sufficient training data. 5 Ideally, we should want to evaluate the system's performance in terms both of content selection success and realization quality. However, it is hard to computationally evaluate coherence and phrasing effectiveness, so we have, to date, restricted ourselves to the content aspect, which is more amenable to a quantitative analysis. (We have experience doing much more laborious human eval-3 This requires a matrix with 660 million entries, or about 2.6GB of memory. This requirement can be significantly reduced by using a threshold to prune values and using a sparse matrix representation for the remaining pairs. However, inertia and the easy availability of the CMU-Cambridge Statistical Modeling Toolkit -which generates the full matrix -have so far conspired to prevent us from exercising that option. 4 An alternative approach to limiting the size of the mappings that need to be estimated would be to use only the top words, where could have a small value in the hundreds, rather than the thousands, together with the words appearing in the headlines. This would limit the size of the model while still allowing more flexible content selection. 5 We estimate that approximately 100MB of training data would give us reasonable estimates for the models that we would like to evaluate; we had access to much less. Figure 3: Sample article (with original headline) and system generated output using the simplest, zero-level, lexical model. Numbers to the right are log probabilities of the string, and search beam size, respectively. uation, and plan to do so with our statistical approach as well, once the model is producing summaries that might be competitive with alternative approaches.) After training, the system was evaluated on a separate, previously unseen set of 1000 Reuters news stories, distributed evenly amongst the same topics found in the training set. For each of these stories, headlines were generated for a variety of lengths and compared against the (i) the actual headlines, as well as (ii) the sentence ranked as the most important summary sentence. The latter is interesting because it helps suggest the degree to which headlines used a different vocabulary from that used in the story itself. 6 Term over- 6 The summarizer we used here to test was an off-the- Table 1 : Evaluating the use of the simplest lexical model for content selection on 1000 Reuters news articles. The headline length given is that a which the overlap between the terms in the target headline and the generated summary was maximized. The percentage of complete matches indicates how many of the summaries of a given length had all their terms included in the target headline.
President Clinton met with his top
lap between the generated headlines and the test standards (both the actual headline and the summary sentence) was the metric of performance.
For each news article, the maximum overlap between the actual headline and the generated headline was noted; the length at which this overlap was maximal was also taken into account. Also tallied were counts of headlines that matched completely -that is, all of the words in the generated headline were present in the actual headline -as well as their lengths. These statistics illustrate the system's performance in selecting content words for the headlines. Actual headlines are often, also, ungrammatical, incomplete phrases. It is likely that more sophisticated language models, such as structure models (Chelba, 1997; Chelba and Jelinek, 1998) , or longer ngram models would lead to the system generating headlines that were more similar in phrasing to real headlines because longer range dependencies shelf Carnegie Mellon University summarizer, which was the top ranked extraction based summarizer for news stories at the 1998 DARPA-TIPSTER evaluation workshop (Tip, 1998) . This summarizer uses a weighted combination of sentence position, lexical features and simple syntactical measures such as sentence length to rank sentences. The use of this summarizer should not be taken as a indicator of its value as a testing standard; it has more to do with the ease of use and the fact that it was a reasonable candidate.
Overlap with headline
Overlap with summary Table 2 : Overlap between terms in the generated headlines and in the original headlines and extracted summary sentences, respectively, of the article. Using Part of Speech (POS) and information about a token's location in the source document, in addition to the lexical information, helps improve performance on the Reuters' test set.
could be taken into account. Table 1 shows the results of these term selection schemes. As can be seen, even with such an impoverished language model, the system does quite well: when the generated headlines are four words long almost one in every five has all of its words matched in the article s actual headline. This percentage drops, as is to be expected, as headlines get longer.
Multiple Selection Models: POS and Position
As we mentioned earlier, the zero-level model that we have discussed so far can be extended to take into account additional information both for the content selection and for the surface realization strategy. We will briefly discuss the use of two additional sources of information: (i) part of speech (POS) information, and (ii) positional information. POS information can be used both in content selection -to learn which word-senses are more likely to be part of a headline -and in surface realization. Training a POS model for both these tasks requires far less data than training a lexical model, since the number of POS tags is much smaller. We used a mixture model (McLachlan and Basford, 1988) -combining the lexical and the POS probabilities -for both the content selection and the linearization tasks.
Another indicator of salience is positional information, which has often been cited as one of the most important cues for summarization by ex-1: clinton -23.27 2:
clinton wants -52.44 3:
clinton in albright -76.20 4:
clinton to meet albright -105.5 5:
clinton in israel for albright -129.9 6:
clinton in israel to meet albright -158.57
(a) System generated output using a lexical + POS model.
clinton mideast -12.53 3:
clinton netanyahu arafat -17.66 4:
clinton netanyahu arafat israel -23.1 5:
clinton to meet netanyahu arafat -28.8 6:
clinton to meet netanyahu arafat israel -34.38
(b) System generated output using a lexical + positional model.
1: clinton -21.66 2:
clinton wants -51.12 3:
clinton in israel -58.13 4:
clinton meet with israel -78.47 5:
clinton to meet with israel -87.08 6:
clinton to meet with netanyahu arafat -107.44
(c) System generated output using a lexical + POS + positional model. Figure 4 : Output generated by the system using augmented lexical models. Numbers to the right are log probabilities of the generated strings under the generation model. Table 3 : Some pairs of target headline and generated summary terms that were counted as errors by the evaluation, but which are semantically equivalent, together with some "equally good" generated headlines that were counted as wrong in the evaluation.
traction (Hovy and Lin, 1997; . We trained a content selection model based on the position of the tokens in the training set in their respective documents. There are several models of positional salience that have been proposed for sentence selection; we used the simplest possible one: estimating the probability of a token appearing in the headline given that it appeared in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd or 4th quartile of the body of the article. We then tested mixtures of the lexical and POS models, lexical and positional models, and all three models combined together. Sample output for the article in Figure 3 , using both lexical and POS/positional information can be seen in Figure 4 . As can be seen in Table 2 , 7 Although adding the POS information alone does not seem to provide any benefit, positional information does. When used in combination, each of the additional information sources seems to improve the overall model of summary generation.
Problems with evaluation:
Some of the statistics that we presented in the previous discussion suggest that this relatively simple statistical summarization system is not very good compared to some of the extraction based summarization systems that have been presented elsewhere (e.g., (Radev and Mani, 1997) ). However, it is worth emphasizing that many of the headlines generated by the system were quite good, but were penalized because our evaluation metric was based on the word-error rate and the generated headline terms did not exactly match the original ones. A quick manual scan of some of the failures that might have been scored as successes 7 Unlike the data in Table 1 , these headlines contain only six words or fewer. in a subjective manual evaluation indicated that some of these errors could not have been avoided without adding knowledge to the system, for example, allowing the use of alternate terms for referring to collective nouns. Some of these errors are shown in Table 3 .
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper has presented an alternative to extractive summarization: an approach that makes it possible to generate coherent summaries that are shorter than a single sentence and that attempt to conform to a particular style. Our approach applies statistical models of the term selection and term ordering processes to produce short summaries, shorter than those reported previously. Furthermore, with a slight generalization of the system described here, the summaries need not contain any of the words in the original document, unlike previous statistical summarization systems. Given good training corpora, this approach can also be used to generate headlines from a variety of formats: in one case, we experimented with corpora that contained Japanese documents and English headlines. This resulted in a working system that could simultaneously translate and summarize Japanese documents. 8 The performance of the system could be improved by improving either content selection or linearization. This can be through the use of more sophisticated models, such as additional language models that take into account the signed distance between words in the original story to condition the probability that they should appear separated by some distance in the headline.
Recently, we have extended the model to generate multi-sentential summaries as well: for instance, given an initial sentence such as "Clinton to meet visit MidEast. " and words that are related to nouns ("Clinton" and "mideast") in the first sentence, the system biases the content selection model to select other nouns that have high mutual information with these nouns. In the example sentence, this generated the subsequent sentence "US urges Israel plan. " This model currently has several problems that we are attempting to address: for instance, the fact that the words co-occur in adjacent sentences in the training set is not sufficient to build coherent adjacent sentences (problems with pronominal references, cue phrases, sequence, etc. abound). Furthermore, our initial experiments have suffered from a lack of good training and testing corpora; few of the news stories we have in our corpora contain multi-sentential headlines.
While the results so far can only be seen as indicative, this breed of non-extractive summarization holds a great deal of promise, both because of its potential to integrate many types of information about source documents and intended summaries, and because of its potential to produce very brief coherent summaries. We expect to improve both the quality and scope of the summaries produced in future work.
